Computer Science 2018-19 Research/Thesis Application

Instructions: Please fill out both pages of this form to apply for research in the Computer Science Department starting in Fall 2018. This applies to students wishing to do a single-semester project or to begin research potentially leading to a thesis in the spring. We cannot guarantee a position, but this information will assist us in making decisions about students. You must discuss possible projects with any faculty member you may like to work with in person prior to submitting this form. Please have them initial this form after you have done so. You may express preferences for particular faculty or projects on the second page once you have discussed options with them.

Important Dates: Submission of this form to Lauren Vining: 4/13/18
Offer of position from the department: 4/20/18
Deadline for accepting the position: 4/27/18

Name: _______________________________ Email: _______________________________

Year of Graduation: ___________ Declared Major(s): ____________________________

Relevant courses taken:

Why are you interested in pursuing a thesis in Computer Science?

Faculty with whom you have discussed possible thesis topics. Please ask at least 3 faculty members to initial this form below after you meet with them.

Jeannie Albrecht ___________ Dan Barowy ___________
Duane Bailey ___________ William Lenhart ___________
Andrea Danyluk ___________ Iris Howley ___________
Stephen Freund ___________ Thomas Murtagh ___________
Bill Jannen ___________
Preferences for faculty advisors or research topics:

Student's Signature: ___________________________ Date: _______________
